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Discover amazing and fascinating sea creatures in the hole in the bottom of the sea! Based on the

traditional cumulative song, each verse introduces a new creature and its place in the food chain,

with the shark chasing the eel, who chases the squid, who chases the snail. Enhanced CD includes

videso animation and audio singalong.
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A Hole in the Bottom of the Sea by Jessica Law and Illustrated by Jill MacDonald is a fantastic

singing book that my students love. The pictures are fun and the kids love singing a long. If you're

not familiar with the song (or don't want to learn it from the sheet music) there's a video on youtube

that you can follow a long with.I recommend this book for kids from 4-8

Great book! The books comes with an audio CD and a also a short animation. The book can be

read or sung to. The song is catchy and the children loved it. The animation is exactly as shown on

the book. My child and preschool friends loved hearing the singing version while following the book

as well as watching the animation. The last couple of pages of the book provides "real facts" on the

universe. Great addition to our library! And we just found out our local library will also add this book

to the collection.

It is a very colorful sea book. It has a song to sing in the cumulative manner where you add on a



character or in this case a sea animal or plant. Reese can even sing along.

Amazing song to teach children about sea creatures. Song is a little bit fast but it sounds like fun.

The packaging was great and the book and cd was in great condition.

I received my book today. 5/28/2016. I am very very disappointed. The cd that comes with the book

was not in this new book. I am very disappointed.

Another fine addition to the terrific series of sing-a-long books from Barefoot Books! Wonderful

illustrations and so full of information!

In my special education class, books with CDs are very popular and get the focus of every student.

This one is a huge favorite!

We watch the video on youtube all the time, it's my husbands favorite book to sing along to!! "Shark,

Look Out!"
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